HUSH LITTLE BABY RHYMES
ZIEGER FAMILY MUSIC

Activity Time
Hush Little Baby is a song made up of sequential rhymes that just keep going, until
we finally find out that baby is the sweetest in town. This activity helps children to
recognize the rhyming words in the song.
This activity encourages detailed listening, language, reading, and matching skills.
You will need:
Scissors
A friend or two to play with.
1) Cut out and mix up the cards on page 2.
2) Draw a card. If they cannot yet read, help the students to sound out the word on
the card. The pictures and first letters will serve as memory cues. If the students
can read, have them read the word aloud instead.
3) Have the student look for the card's rhyming pair. This can be done slowly
together when just beginning, or turned into a race between students as they grow
more confident in their rhyming and listening skills.
4) Take turns and repeat until all rhyming matches are found.
Note: This particular song is full of both perfect and imperfect rhymes. Perfect
rhymes match exactly (glass and brass); imperfect rhymes are close but not exact
(broke and goat). If your students are old enough, point out this difference and
have them tell your whether the rhyme is perfect or imperfect.
Get Creative! (Other Ideas to Try)
-Pick a word (cat) and take turns naming as many words that rhyme as you can
think of (bat, rat, hat sat, etc.). Bonus points if you can do it in rhythm. These can be
as simple or as complicated as you like.
-Make your own silly rhyming lyrics to this song. "Hush little baby don't you fuss,
mama's gonna buy you a big green bus. If that big green bus don't drive, mama's
gonna buy you a honeybee hive." You get the idea. Have fun!
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